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Nedda's practice focuses on general corporate advice, including mergers and acquisitions, venture financings, and asset purchases. She advises startup entities and emerging, fastgrowth, and mid-market companies on the complex legal issues they face through every stage of the business life cycle, and she counsels the investors who invest in their future.
As a business and corporate law counselor, Nedda is involved in all aspects of debt, equity, and M&A transactions, including document drafting, negotiations, and management of
internal teams. She provides comprehensive legal counsel regarding various corporate governance matters, with responsibilities that include attending board meetings, drafting
minutes and consents, and negotiating and drafting employee-related documents and equity incentives.
Recently, Nedda served as counsel on a secondment for GV (formerly Google Ventures), where she worked closely with investment partners to structure and negotiate investment
deals and review and negotiate legal terms for portfolio company matters. She managed projects and relationships with outside counsel as well as assisted in educating and advising
team members on legal compliance matters, policies, and procedures.
Nedda is at her best helping her clients to achieve milestones at every phase of development. She is dedicated to delivering not only responsive service but also to realizing the best
possible outcome for those she serves. Nedda is valued for her ability to answer sophisticated questions in real time in a way that is understandable and applies to each client’s
unique commercial goals and business operations.
Nedda assists in managing the firm’s California summer associate program. She also helped guide the firm’s California pro bono guardianship and conservatorship practice. Active in
pro bono matters, Nedda collaborated with colleagues on a prominent affordable housing case in California. She serves as a volunteer lawyer for both the Justice Bus, a free mobile
legal clinic for low-income Californians, and the Legal Aid Society of San Mateo in various guardianship and conservatorship matters. A former extern with Lowenstein Sandler, Nedda
previously held positions as a corporate associate, paralegal, and marketing and research consultant.

NEWS & INSIGHTS
Press Mentions
January 2-7; May 8, 2019
Lowenstein’s 2019 promotion of seven lawyers to partner and six to counsel (including three women in each category) is noted in Bloomberg Law – Big Law Business. These
promotions are also highlighted in LawFuel, The Deal, and the Commerce and Industry Association of New Jersey’s (CIANJ) Business Beat newsletter, with Lesley P. Adamo,
Dmitry Andreev, Marc S. Kurzweil, James B. O’Grady, Eileen Overbaugh, Peter Slocum, and Julie Levinson Werner highlighted as newly elected partners and Brandon Fierro,
Joseph G. Jones, Robert Lynn, Brianne Perlman, Nedda N. Salehi, and Leah Satlin listed as promoted to counsel. Gary M. Wingens is quoted regarding the critical role these
lawyers will play in the firm’s continued success. Law360 notes our partner elevations in an article highlighting firms' Q1 promotions. (subscription required to access certain
content) View Lowenstein’s news announcement about these promotions.
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Santa Clara University School of Law (J.D. 2012)
George Washington University (B.S. 2006), Psychology, Minor in French
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